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Abstract 
Coquidt, J.-L., M. Dauchet, R. Gilleron and S. VBgviilgyi, Bottom-up tree pushdown automata: 
classification and connection with rewrite systems, Theoretical Computer Science 127 (1994) 69-98. 
We define different types of bottom-up tree pushdown automata and study their connections with 
rewrite systems. Along this line of research we complete and generalize the results of Gallier, Book 
and Salomaa. We define the notion of a tail-reduction-free (trf) rewrite system. Using the decidabil- 
ity of ground reducibility, we prove the decidability of the trf property. Monadic rewrite systems of 
Book, Gallier and Salomaa become a natural particular case of trf rewrite systems. We associate 
a deterministic bottom-up tree pushdown automaton with any left-linear trf rewrite system. Finally, 
we generalize monadic rewrite systems by introducing the notion of a semi-monadic rewrite system 
and show that, like a monadic rewrite system, it preserves recognizability. 
1. Introduction 
Equations and rewrite systems have been extensively used to specify programs and 
data types, see Goguen et al. [ 131 for one of the seminal papers, Huet and Oppen [ 171, 
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Dershowitz and Jouannaud [7] for overviews. The paradigm of rewrite systems 
models evaluation in logic programming as well as interpreters in functional program- 
ming. On the one hand, most of the interesting properties of rewrite systems are 
undecidable, while on the other, several interesting results were obtained on special 
kinds of rewrite systems. The most celebrated result is the Knuth-Bendix completion 
algorithm, the successful termination of which results in a convergent rewrite system. 
Thus, researchers obtain decidable properties of fragments of theories or of subclasses 
of rewrite systems to supply tools for software engineering. 
At the same time, stacks are a basic data structure in computer science, for example 
in syntactical analysis or for recursive procedure calls. For strings, the equivalence of 
context-free grammars and pushdown automata is well known, and connections 
between string rewriting systems and pushdown automata have been studied as well 
(see [l] for a survey). 
The aim of this paper is to study connections between bottom-up tree pushdown 
automata and rewrite systems following the works of Gallier and Book [lo] and 
Salomaa [19]. To this end we distinguish three purposes which are mixed in the 
preceding papers. 
~ Introduce new types of tree pushdown automata (tpda’s) and compare the classes of 
tree transformations induced by them. 
_ Given a rewrite system S, construct a tpda computing normal forms of ground 
terms with respect to S. From this point of view, tree pushdown automata can be 
seen as the algorithmic aspect of problems specified by rewrite systems. Henceforth, 
tree pushdown automata can be used for normalization of rewrite systems. 
- Find rewrite system classes with “good” properties (decision and complexity results, 
relation with context-free and recognizable tree languages,. . ). 
In the first research area, we introduce several types of bottom-up tree pushdown 
automata and compare their transformational power. All reasonable definitions, 
when restricted to strings, should, of course, be equivalent to ordinary pushdown 
automata. In the tree case, two “normalization” problems arise: the first one is about 
the depth of the popped terms, and the second is about the rank of the states. These 
problems are not too deep, but it is useful to carefully study the situation. 
In the word case, a transition rule of a pushdown automaton is of the form 
(q,a, b)-+(q’, w), where q and q’ are states, a is a letter of the input alphabet or the 
empty word E, h is a letter of the stack alphabet and w is a string over the stack 
alphabet. During the corresponding move, a is read, b is popped and w is pushed. It is 
well known that if we generalize the definition, allowing b to be a string, then we do 
not modify the power of the pushdown automaton. The reason is that we can pop 
letters of b step-by-step, memorizing it in the state. 
The situation is quite different in the tree case for the reason illustrated by 
the following example. Consider the following reduce rule of a tpda: 
q(b(b(x, y), z))+q’(c(x, y, z)), where q and q’ are states, b and c are stack symbols, and 
x,y, z are variables. If, as usual, we consider states of rank 1, the rule cannot be 
simulated by a sequence of rules popping only one letter, because when we pop the 
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first b, we delete one of the subtrees at its two sons. A way to overcome this problem is 
accepting any rank for the states. Thus, using an intermediate state q” of rank 2, we 
simulate the above rule by the rules q(b(x, y))-+q”(x, y) and q”(b(x, y), z)-+q’(c(x, y, z)) 
where q, q’ and q” are states, b and c are stack symbols, and x, y, z are variables. We see 
that this construction is quite natural. We define different types of tree pushdown 
automata depending on the rank of the states and on the depth of the popped terms. 
We can note that both the input and the stacks are trees. The rules and the 
computation of a bottom-up tree pushdown automaton with states of rank 1 are 
described in the Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The rules and the computation of a tpdaI,. Stack trees are indicated by dotted lines. The states 
q,q’,q,, q,, . . . . q,,,, ql, . . . . q. are of rank 1, the stack trees appearing in the left-hand sides of the rules, 
u, ul,. , u, are of any depth. 
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Let T be a tpda, the maximum rank of the states of T is called the rank of T and is 
denoted by rank(T), the maximum depth of the stack trees appearing in the left-hand 
sides of the rules of T is called the depth of T and is denoted by depth (T). Let tpda,,, 
tpda,,, tpda,. and tpda,, denote, respectively, a tpda of any rank and any depth, of 
rank n and any depth, of any rank and depth k, of rank n and depth k. Moreover, from 
[lo] we introduce the tree pushdown automaton with read rules and reduce rules 
(tpda” for short). Let TPDA,,, TPDA,,, TPDA,k, TPDA,, and TPDA” be the classes 
of all tpda **‘s, tpda,*‘s, tpda*k’s, tpda,,‘s and tpda”‘s, respectively. The correspond- 
ing tree transformation classes will be denoted by TPDT,,, TPDT,,,, TPDT*k, 
TPDTnk and TPDT”, respectively. 
We shall show that the classes TPDA,,, TPDAl,, TPDA,,, TPDA12 and TPDA” 
are equivalent to each other in a strong sense: the constructions permit to simulate 
in real time a tpda T of some class with a tpda T’ of another class. More precisely, any 
step of Tis mimicked by a bounded length sequence of steps of T’. We are interested in 
real-time simulation because if we do not impose such a restriction the distinctions 
between different classes disappear (we will make this remark more precise with 
the simulation of rewrite systems by trf rewrite systems in the sequel of the 
introduction, see also Section 4.2). On the other hand, there is a tree transformation 
induced by a tpda,, such that no tpda 11 induces it. In other words, TPDTl 1 c TPDT1 2 
and TPDA12 s,, TPDAl, srrf TPDA, 1 = ,t TPDA,, = r, TPDA”. 
Moreover we say that a tree pushdown automaton is deterministic if its rewrite rule 
set is left-linear and is without critical pairs. This condition ensures the confluence of 
the induced move relation (see [ 15, 161). We compare the deterministic tree pushdown 
automata classes as well, and obtain the deterministic versions of the inclusions and 
equalities holding for the nondeterministic classes. That is to say, we shall show that 
the classes DTPDA,,, DTPDA1*, DTPDA,l, DTPDA12 and DTPDA” are real-time 
equivalent to each other, and that there is a tree transformation induced by a dtpdar* 
such that no dtpda,, induces it. 
In the second research area, we introduce the tail-reduction-fi-ee (trf) property. The 
tail of a term is the sequence of subterms that we obtain by erasing the head. We say 
that a rewrite system S is tail-reduction-free if for every right-hand side r of S and for 
any ground substitution 0 being irreducible for S, o(tail(r)) is irreducible as well. In 
other words, a(r) can only be reduced by matching at the head of r whenever r is 
a right-hand side of a rule in S and 0 is an irreducible substitution for S. We prove that 
this property is decidable, reducing it to the decidability of ground reducibility 
(cf. [18]). 
In order to illustrate this formal definition, consider the following two rewrite 
systems. 
Example 1.1 (Peano rules). The rewrite system S1 is defined by 
+ (s(x), Y)’ +(x3 S(Y)), + (0, x)+x. 
As no + occurs in an irreducible ground term, rewrite system S1 is trf. 
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Example 1.2. Consider the ranked alphabet {a, b, c}, where a, b are of rank 1 and c is 
of rank 0. S2 contains only the rule 
b(@))+@(x)). 
Rewrite system S2 is not trf, considering the irreducible ground substitution 
a(x) = a(c), we obtain that a(tail(a(b(x)))) = b(a(c)) is reducible. 
It is easy to simulate any rewrite system by a trf rewrite system (over an enlarged 
alphabet), see Section 4.2; the simulation is not a real-time simulation because, in 
order to simulate a rewrite step, we can visit arbitrarily large subterms. Hence, this 
result is like saying that trf rewrite systems can simulate Turing machines. 
We shall investigate how the trf property is related to bottom-up tree pushdown 
automata (see Section 4). This notion, both, generalizes preceding studies and illumin- 
ates the deep connection between tree pushdown automata and rewrite systems. More 
precisely, Gallier and Book [lo] and Salomaa [ 191 associated tree pushdown auto- 
mata only with what they call monadic rewrite systems. A rewrite system on a ranked 
alphabet C is monadic if each left-hand side is of depth at least 1 and each right-hand 
side is of depth at most 1. Monadic rewrite systems are obviously trf, since the tail of 
a right-hand side contains variables and nullary function symbols only, and the 
nullary symbols are irreducible. In this paper we assign tree pushdown automata to trf 
rewrite systems and in this way we generalize the results of Book, Gallier and 
Salomaa. A tree pushdown automaton with reduce priority is a tpda which applies 
a read rule rewriting the subtree y(ql(u,), . . . ,qn(un)) into the tree q(6(u,, . . . ,u,)) only 
when no reduce rule is applicable for the trees qi(Ui), 1 < i 6 n. We show that for every 
convergent trf rewrite system S, one can construct a bottom-up tree pushdown 
automaton A with reduce priority such that, for an arbitrary ground term, A com- 
putes (in real time) its normal form. Furthermore, to any left-linear convergent trf 
rewrite system S, we assign a deterministic tree pushdown automaton computing (in 
real time) the normal forms of ground terms. 
In the third research area, we introduce the class of semi-monadic rewrite systems 
(see Sections 4.2 and 5.1). This class keeps the same good properties as the monadic 
one, and embeds both the monadic class and the class of ground rewrite systems, the 
theory of which is decidable (see [S]). In Section 4.2 we show that for each convergent 
semi-monadic rewrite system S, there exists a convergent trf semi-monadic rewrite 
system S’ such that each ground term has the same normal form for S as for S’. In 
Section 5.1, we study semi-monadic rewrite systems from the formal language point of 
view. Extending a result of Salomaa [19], we prove that linear semi-monadic rewrite 
systems preserve recognizability. 
2. Preliminaries 
We recall and invent some notations, basic definitions and terminology which will 
be used in the rest of the paper. Nevertheless, the reader is assumed to be familiar with 
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the basic concepts of rewrite systems and of tree language theory (see e.g. [7, 10, 11, 17, 
191). Hence, we sometimes only recall the notations of objects. 
2.1. Terms and substitutions 
C is a set, .Z* is the free monoid generated by C with empty word E as identity 
element. The length of a word WEE*, denoted by /en&i(w), is defined as usual. The set 
of nonnegative integers is denoted by w, and w* stands for the free monoid generated 
by o with empty word E as identity element. 
A ranked alphabet is a finite set C in which every symbol has a unique rank in w. 
For m30, C, denotes the set of all elements of C which have rank m. For any set 
Y and ranked alphabet C, the set Tz( Y) of C-terms (or C-trees) over Y is the smallest 
set satisfying 
(a) COu YE Tz( Y) and 
(b) b(t,, . . . ,~,)ET~( Y) whenever m3 1, bcZ, and ti, . , t,cTz( Y). 
If Y=& then T,(Y) is written as Tz. A term TV TL( Y) is a ground term if JET, also 
holds. We specify a countable set X = {x1, x2, . . . } of variables which will be kept fixed 
in this paper. Moreover, we put X,= {xi, . . . ,x,} for m30. Hence, X0 =@. 
We need a few functions on terms. For a term tET,(X), the depth depth(t)Ew, the 
size Itl~w, the frontier fi(t)EX *, the set uar(t)cX, and the set of occurrences 
O(t)sw* are defined by induction: 
(a) if tECouX, then 
depth(t) = 0, 
Itl=l, 
fr(t)=c if tcsCo and j?(t)=t if tgX, 
uar(t)=@ if tE.Z, and uar(t)=t if tEX, 
O(t)= (c)i 
(b) if t=b(t,, . . . . t,,,), with m3 1 and bgC,, then 
depth(t)= 1 +max{depth(ti)l 1 <i<m}, 
fv(t) =fi(tl 1.. .fi(tA uur(t)=vur(t,)u~~~uuar(t,), 
O(t)={&)u(iall <i<m and uEO(ti)} 
We note that depth(t)=mux {length(a) I cxcO(t)}. 
For occurrences tl, ljEO(t), /I is said to be a (proper) successor of a if a is a (proper) 
prefix of 0. 
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Moreover, for any tree FETE, path(t) denotes the set of all strings of symbols in 
CuX that occur as labels of a path from the head to a leaf of t. More formally, 
(a) if t~C,ux, then path(t)={t), 
(b) if t=b(tI,..., t,) with m3 1 and beC,, then 
puth(t)={byI 1 bidm, YEpath(t 
For each tET,(X) and aEO(t), we introduce the subterm str(t, CI)ET~(X) of t at 
CI and the label lub(t, ~)ECUX in t at CY as follows: 
(a) for teC,uX, str(t,E)=t and lub(t,E)=t; 
(b) for t=b(tI, . . . . t,) withma 1 and bEC,,ifcc=& thenstr(t, a)=t and lub(t, cc)=b; 
otherwise, if cc=@ with 1 <i<m, then str(t, a)=str(ti, p) and lab(t, cr)=lab(ti, p). 
The head Head(t) of a tree t is defined by the equation Heud(t)=lub(t, E). 
A tree teTJX) is called linear if each Xi appears at most once in the string j?(t). 
For each m>O, we distinguish a subset T,(X,) of the set of linear terms in T,(X,) 
as follows: for tETz(X,), tEr,(X,,,) if and only if fi(t)=xl . . x,. We call T,(X,) the 
set of contexts over C. 
A substitution is a mapping (T : X +7’,(X) which is different from the identity only 
for a finite subset Dam(a) of X. We do not distinguish cr from its canonical extension to 
T,(X). For VcX, we define the restriction 0,” of 0 to V as a,“(x)=a(x) if XE P’, 
a,,,(x)=x otherwise. For any trees tE T,(X,), t 1, . . . , t,E T,(X) and for the substitution 
g with Dow(a) = X, and I = ti for i = 1,. . , m, we denote the term a(t) by t(tl , . , t,) 
as well. A substitution B is ground if for every variable xgDom(o), g(x) is a ground 
term. A term t matches a term s if a(s) = t for some substitution a; in that case we also 
say that t is an instance of s. 
A unifier of two terms t 1, t2 E T,(X) is a substitution 0 such that O(t,) = d(t,). A most 
general unifier of tl and t2 is a unifier 8 oft, and t2 such that, for each unifier 0 of tl 
and t2, there is a substitution CT’ satisfying that d(0(t,))=a(t,) and a’(Q(t,))=a(t,). 
Finally, note that if tl and t2 are unifiable, then there exists a most general unifier oft, 
and t2. 
We adopt the concept of k-normal tree from [9]. For an integer k>O, we say that 
a tree tcT,(X) is a k-normal tree over Z if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) tEF,(X,) for some 120, 
(b) for every ccEO(t), either (length(a)= k and lub(t, c()EX~) or (length(a)< k and 
lab@, +Z). 
We denote by T,(X, k) the set of k-normal trees over C. Moreover, let 
Tz(X,> k)= T,(X,)n Tz(X, k). We adopt the following result from Fiiliip and 
VLgvGlgi [9]. 
Proposition 2.1. For any k 30 and t, t’E T,(X, k), there exist substitutions o and 0’ such 
that a(t) = a’(f) if and only if t = t’. In other words, difSerent k-normal trees have no 
common instances. Moreover, for every ground term u, there exists one and only one 
k-normal tree t such that u matches t. 
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2.2. Rewrite systems 
Let C be a ranked alphabet. Then a rewrite system S over C is a finite subset of 
7’,(X) x T,(X) such that, for each (I, r)ES, each variable of r also occurs in 1. Elements 
(1, r) of S are called rules and are denoted by 1-r. 
S induces a binary relation +s over T,(X) defined as follows: for any t, t’~T,(x), 
t -+st’ if and only if there exists a context c in &(X1 ), a rule l+r in S and a substitution 
o such that t =c(o(l)) and t’=c(a(r)). 
-g is the reflexive and transitive closure of +s, -+; denotes the n-fold composition 
of +s. 
A ground rewrite system is one of which all rules are ground (i.e. elements of 
7’, x Tz). A left-linear (right-linear, linear) rewrite system is one in which no variable 
occurs more than once on any left-hand side (right-hand side, right-hand side and 
left-hand side). 
A term tE T,(X) is called irreducible for S if there does not exist t’ with t +st’. The 
set of all irreducible, ground terms for S is denoted by IRR(S). It is not hard to prove 
the following result. 
Proposition 2.2. Let S he a rewrite system over some ranked alphabet C. Then 
IRR(S)#@ ifand only if 
(a) there is no rule l-+r in S such that VEX, and 
(b) there exists a symbol FEZ, such that there is no rule in S with left-hand 
side 6. 
For ground terms c, tE T,, we say that t is a normal form of c with respect to S if 
c-+gt and tElRR(S). 
A substitution CJ is irreducible for S if for every variable xiEDom(a), I is 
irreducible for S. 
Let + be a binary relation on a set A. We say that + is 
(i) confluent if, for every U, vr , v2 E A, it holds that if u +* v1 and u +* v2, then there 
exists a V~EA such that v1 +*vj and v2 -+*v3; 
(ii) noetherian if there is no infinite sequence vr +v2 +v3 + ... ; 
(iii) convergent if + is confluent and noetherian. 
A rewrite system S is confluent (noetherian, convergent) if the induced rewrite 
relation is confluent (noetherian, convergent). 
We adopt the concept of a critical pair from [15]. Let S be a rewrite system and 
assume that (lI-+rI), (lz-+rz)~S. Let us define the rule I;-+& from 12+r2 by renaming 
the variables such that var(l,)nvar(l;)=@ (More precisely, take a substitution 
8: X-+X such that the restriction of 0 to var(lz) is injective and that for each xEvar(lz), 
t3(x)$var(l,). Then let 1; = O(1,) and r; = O(r,).) 
Let us assume that there is a tree t=str(l,, CI), where c(EO(~~), such that t#X, t and 
1; are unifiable. Let 0 be a most general unifier oft and 1;. Let v1 = o(rl) and define v2 
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from o(Zi) by substituting a(r;) for the subterm o(t) = o(&) at the occurrence or. Then 
we call (ui, 2~~) a critical pair of S. 
We recall that if the rewrite system S is without critical pairs and is left-linear, then 
S is confluent (see [15, 161). 
Let A be a set. We say that the relation < GA x A is a partial order on A if < is 
irreflexive and transitive. Let < be a partial order on A; we say that < is a linear 
order if, for every u, VEA with u #v, it holds that either u<v or v<u. 
Next we generalize the concept of the innermost rewrite relation with respect to 
a linear order, introduced in [lo] and [ 191. For a rewrite system S and a partial order 
< on S, we define the innermost rewrite relation induced by S with respect to <, 
denoted by -‘i,s, <, as follows: 
Let t, t’ETr. Then t +i,s, < t’ if t =c(o(l)) and t’=c(a(r)), where CEF(X,) with 
lab(c, a)=xl for a unique c(EO(C), (I-+r)ES and cr is a substitution, such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) For all proper successors fi of tl such that PeO(t), str(t, /?) is not an instance of 
any left-hand side of a rule in S. 
(ii) If (1’, r’) is greater than (1, r) with respect to the partial order <, then str(t, a) is 
not an instance of I’. 
In other words, t +i,s, < t’ if t -+s t’ by a rule that is applied at an occurrence a 
such that no rule is applicable below cx and there is no greater rule applicable at 
occurrence CI. 
If the partial order < is equal to the empty set 0, then ~i,s,0 is the inner- 
most rewrite relation induced by S and is the innermost strategy of rewriting. 
We shall write ‘i.s rather than +i,s,o. Note that we can also consider a linear order 
< on S. 
2.3. Tree languages 
A bottom-up tree automaton is a quadruple A=(C, Q, Qf, R), where C is a ranked 
alphabet, Q is a finite set of states of rank 0, Qr (G Q) is the set of final states, R is 
a finite set of rules of the following two types: 
(i) 6(4i, . . . . q,,)-+q with n30, SEE,,, ql, . . . ,qn, qsQ. 
(ii) q-q’ with q, q’EQ(E-rules). 
We consider R as a ground rewrite system over CvQ. The move relation +A of A 
is the rewrite relation dR, i.e., “4=_fR. The tree language recognized by A is 
U4={t~TzI(3q~Q~)t -2q). 
We say that A is deterministic if R has no s-rule and no two rules with the same 
left-hand side. A tree language L is recognizable if there exists a bottom-up tree 
automaton A such that L(A) = L. 
The automaton A =(C, Q, Qf, R) is connected if for every qEQ there exists tE TX such 
that t -); q. Every recognizable tree language can be recognized by a bottom-up tree 
automaton without s-rules, by a (deterministic) connected bottom-up tree automaton 
(see [ll]). 
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3. Bottom-up tree pushdown automata 
3.1. General d&nitions and basic results 
Definition 3.1. A bottom-up tree pushdown automaton (tpda for short) is a quintuple 
T=(C, I-, Q, Qf, R), where C is a ranked alphabet of input symbols, r is a ranked 
alphabet of stack symbols, Q is a ranked alphabet of states, Qf z Q1 is the set of final 
states, R is a finite set of rewrite rules over Tz,,l-,Q of the following two types. 
(a) Standard rules: S(q,(u,,, . . . ,uln,), . . . ,qm(uml, .. . , umnm))-+q(ul, . .. ,un), where 
SEG,, ~120, qiEQ,,t rti30 for i=l, . . ..m. ~EQ,,, n30, Uij, uk~Tr(X), for i= 1, . . . ,BI 
andj=l,..., n,, k=l,..., n. We refer to uI1 ,..., u,,,,, as stack trees appearing in the 
left-hand side. 
(b) Reduce rules: q(ul, . . . ,u,,)-$q’(u;, . . . . u;.), where ~EQ,,, na0, q’eQnf, n’B0, 
uir UJE T,(X) for i = 1, . . , II, ,j = 1, . . , nl. We refer to ul, . . , u, as stack trees appearing 
in the left-hand side. 
The maximum rank of the states in Q is called the rank of T and denoted by 
rank(T). The maximum depth of the stack trees in T,(X) appearing in the left-hand 
side of the rules of T is called the depth of T and is denoted by depth(T). 
Definition 3.2. Given a tpda T, a conjiguration c of T is a term in TzurvQ such that 
path(c) c C *QT*uC*. The move relation -+ T is the rewrite relation +R restricted to 
the set of configurations of T, i.e., --f T = +Rnf(c,,c2)~c,,c, ureconjigurationsofT). 
The computation relation-tT * is the reflexive and transitive closure of +T. 
An initial corzfiguration c of T is simply a tree in TI. 
Ajnal conjguration c is of the form c =q(v) for some final state ~EQ, and tree stack 
UE TI.. 
Intuitively speaking, if c = to(tI , . . , t,), where tOe T,(X,) and tI, . . . , t,e T,, c -+T c’ 
andc’=to(ql(ull,...,ulnl),...,qm(uml,...,umnm )), then rl, . . . , t, are scanned and the 
ith read head is in state qi with associated tree stacks Uil, . , UiniE T,, 1 <i G m. 
One may view a tpda as a transducer that outputs its pushdown. From this point of 
view, we shall study in Section 4, the connection between trf rewrite systems and 
tpda’s. For a given trf rewrite system S, we shall construct a tpda computing normal 
forms of ground terms with respect to S. To this end we now define the tree 
transformation induced by a bottom-up tree pushdown automaton. 
Definition 3.3. The tree transformation induced by T is the relation 
Definition 3.4. We say that tpda’s T, T’ are equivalent if TT = ?T’. 
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Given a tpda T=(C, r, Q, Qf, R) and a partial order < on R, the rewrite relation 
with respect to R, denoted by +<,R, is defined to be -*i,R, <, the innermost rewrite 
relation induced by R with respect to <. The move relation with respect to <, 
-+ <, T is the restriction of + (, R to the set of configurations of T. We can note that, 
with this definition, standard rules are applied after all possible reduce rules have been 
applied. 
Intuitively a tpda T’ simulates a tpda T if each computation step of T is simulated 
by a piece of computation with T’. The simulation is real-time if for each computation 
step of T the number of necessary simulation steps is bounded by a constant number. 
We often slightly modify the configurations (adding new symbols, renaming sym- 
bols, . . . ) in order to simulate a tpda, so we have the following formal definition. 
Definition 3.5. A tpda T’ real-time simulates a tpda T if and only if T and T’ are 
equivalent and there is some integer k, some injective mapping h from the configura- 
tions of T into the configurations of T’ such that 
(i) if c +T~’ then h(c)& h(c’) with k’<k, 
(ii) if c is an initial configuration of T, then h(c) is an initial configuration of T’, 
(iii) if c is a final configuration of T, then h(c) is a final configuration of T’. 
A class C’ real-time simulates a class C if and only if any tpda T of C is real-time 
simulated by some tpda T’ of C’. If the classes C and C’ real-time simulate each other, 
we say that they are real-time equivalent. This equivalence is denoted by -_,. 
Let tpda,,, tpda ,,*, tpda,, and tpda,k (n, k > 0) denote, respectively, a tpda of any 
rank and any depth, of rank n and any depth, of any rank and depth k and of rank 
n and depth k. Moreover, let TPDA,,, TPDA,,, TPDAek and TPDA,, denote the 
classes of all tpda,,‘s, tpda,,‘s, tpda,,’ s and tpdank’s, respectively. Finally, TPDT*,, 
TPDT,,,, TPDT*k and TPDTnk denote the classes of tree transformations induced by 
tpda **‘s, tpda,*‘s, tpda,k’s and tpdank’s, respectively. 
Proposition 3.6. For each tpda,, T, there exists a tpda,,T’ which real-time simu- 
lates T. 
Proof. Let T=(C, r, Q, Qr, R) be a tpda,,. We construct tpda T’ =(C, r’, Q’, Qr, R’) 
as follows. With each state qEQ of rank n>2, we associate a new state (q, n) of 
rank one. In this way we obtain a new set of states Q;. Let Q’=QouQluQ’i. The 
ranked stack alphabet r’ is defined by adding new symbols (Q, k) of rank k, 
2< k<rank(T), to the ranked stack alphabet r. In other words, 
r’=ru{ (b, k) 126kdrank(T)), w h ere the pushdown symbol (h, k) is of rank k for 
k = 2, . . , rank(T). We define the rewrite rule set R’ from R by replacing every term 
4(u,,... ,u,) (with n>2, qEQ,, u1 , . . . ,U,E T,(X)) appearing in a left-hand side or 
a right-hand side of a rule in R, with the term (q, n)(( b, n)(ul, . , u,)). It should be 
clear that T’ is a tpda,,,,,,,,o-,+ iI. 
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With each configuration c = to(ql (ul 1, . . . , uln,), . , qm(umI , . . . , u,,+)) of T, we asso- 
ciate configuration h(c) of T’, where h(c) is obtained from c by replacing the term 
clit”il, ... ,Uin,) with the term <qi, ni>((h,ni>(ui,t . . . . ,,, 24. i)) if ni32, for i= 1, . . . ,n. 
It can easily be seen that for all configurations cl, c2 of T and their associated 
configurations h(c,) and h(c2), ci +T~Z if and only if h(c,) -+T,h(~2). It should be 
clear that we assign itself to each initial configuration t of T, and t is an initial 
configuration of T’ as well. Moreover, we assign itself to each final configuration q(u) 
of T, and q(u) is a final configuration of T’ as well. We deduce zT = tT, and one can 
easily prove that T’ real-time simulates T with the mapping h and k= 1. 0 
Choosing the value of depth( T) to be 1 in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we obtain the 
proof of the following result. 
Proposition 3.7. For each tpda,, T, there exists a tpda,, T’ which real-time simulates T. 
Proposition 3.8. For each tpda, * T, there exists a tpda, 1 T’ which real-time simulates T. 
Proof. Let T=(C, r, Q, Qf, R) be a tpda,,. 
Definition of T’. We construct tpda,, T’=(Z, I-, Q’, Qf, R’) as follows: Q is included in 
Q’ and we define the rest of Q’ and the rules of R’ in the following way. Consider an 
arbitrary subterm q(u) (ucTr(X,), m>O) of the left-hand side of a rule in R with 
depth(u)32 (if depth(u)< 1, there is no modification); we introduce the state q$ of Q’ 
and the following rule of R’: 
q(x)-+qt(x) (guessing rule). 
Let k, 0~ k<depth(u)+ 1, be an integer and let USE T,(X,) (h30) be defined by the 
following requirements: 
O(u,)= {cc~O(u) I length(a)< k} and, for every occurrence UEO(U~), 
if length(a)< k and lab(u, C()E r, then lab(uk, a)= lab(u, CC) else lab(uk, x)EX. 
Intuitively, one can consider the tree uk as the truncation of u at depth k. Let us 
introduce the states qy, . . . , q&,thCuj+ 1 E Q. Moreover, for every k, 0 d k d depth(u), 
consider the equation uk + 1 = uk(zl, . , z,,), where uk + 1 E T,(Xi) for some i 3 0, h > 0 
and for each j~{l,...,h}, zjeTr(X), depth(zj)< 1. Note that zj can be a variable, 
a symbol of rank0 or a tree of depth 1. Then, we introduce the rule of R’ 
qixz1, ... , zh)-&+ i (xi, ) Xi) (checking rule). 
It should be clear that, for every two different subterms q(u), q’(d), we introduce 
disjoint sets of new states. 
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For each reduce rule q(u)-*q’(u’) in R, if depth(u) < 1, then we place in R’ the rule 
q(u)+q’(u’) itself; otherwise we place in R’ the rule 
where q&h(,,) + 1 EQ;, -%, . . xk, =fr(U). 
Moreover, let 6 (q 1 (u 1 ), . . . , q,,,(u,,,))+q’(u’) (WI 3 0) be a standard rule of R. For each 
k{l,..., m}, if depth(ui)a2, then replace the subterm qi(Ui) in 6(ql(u1), . . . , qm(um)) 
with the term q”’ depfh(u,j+ ~(&klr “. , xkj), where q&rk(u,)+ I EQ;, -xk, ----xk, =fr@i))- In this 
way we obtain the tree t from 6(ql(ul), . . . , qm(um)). We place in R’ the rule 
t+q’(u’). 
Example, Let us consider the term q(u) =q(c(x, b( y, b(a, x)), z)). Now depth(u) = 3, 
and 
uo=x1, ~l=c(xl,x2,x3), %=4x1, KQ, x3), 4, 
u3 =c(x1, &, &3, x‘s)), x5), 4=c(x1, @x2, m x3)), x4). 
We introduce the states q;, q’j, q;, ql;, qi and the following rules: 
q(x)+q”o(x)9 qllo(C(X1,X*,X3))‘q~(XlrX*,X3), 
4;(xl,b(x,,x,),x,)~q”,(xl,x*,x,,x,), 
Let us consider the reduce rule q(u) = q(c(x, b(y, b(a, x)), z))+q’(u’). Now we intro- 
duce the rule 
ql;(x, Y, x, ++dW 
Correctness: We now show that sT c zT8. Each configuration, starting configuration 
and final configuration of T is a configuration, a starting configuration and a final 
configuration of T’, respectively. Moreover, if c + T c’, then c -+ $, c’ holds as well. 
Thus, TTctT’. 
Conversely, we show that zT’ G?,. Define the mapping 4: TZUrUe,+TZ,,rUQ in the 
following way. For each tree tE TZUrves, let the tree 4(t) be defined from t by replacing 
each occurrence of the subtree q:(t,, . . . , t,) with q(uk(tl, . . . , t,)) for each state 
q$EQk--Q with m>O, and for all trees tl,.. . , t,ET,.. It should be clear that for 
all configurations cl, c2 of T’, c~+~,c~ implies that either 4(c1)=4(c2) or 
44c1)+*4(c2). 
Assume that (t, t’)ErTf and consider a reduction t--f g,q(t’), where tE TX is an initial 
configuration of T’, and t’ is a final configuration of T’, i.e., qEQf, t’ET,. Now 
+(t)-+$$(q(t’)) holds as well. Obviously 4(t)= t is an initial configuration of T and 
$(q(t’))=q(t’) is a final configuration of T. Thus, we obtain that t +Fq(t’) and q(f) is 
a final configuration of T. Hence, (t, t’)Er, as well. The above argument implies that 
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53’ crT. One can ah easily prove that T’ real-time simulates T with h= id and 
k=deptk(T)+3. 0 
By Propositions 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, we have proved that the classes TPDA,,, 
TPDAl,, TPDAel and TPDA12 are real-time equivalent to each other. The most 
usual class is TPDA I * . From [lo] we adopt another class: the class of bottom-up tree 
pushdown automata with read rules and reduce rules (or tree stack update rules). 
Definition 3.9 (Gallier and Book [lo]). A bottom-up tree pushdown automaton with read 
rules and reduce rules (tpda” for short) is a tpdai, T=(C, f, Q, Qf , R) such that R is 
a finite set of rewrite rules over Tz,,, vQ of the following two types: 
(a) Read rules: 6(q,(x,), . . . ,qk(xk))+q(Y(xl, . . . ,xk)), where k>O, JEC,, qEQ, qiEQ 
for iE{ 1, . . . , k}, FETE. 
(b) Reduce rules (tree stack update rules): q(u)-+q’(v), where q,q’EQ, u, VET,(X). 
We denote the class of bottom-up tree pushdown automata with read rules and 
reduce rules by TPDA”. The class of tree transformations induced by tpda”‘s is 
denoted by TPDT”. Now we show how to simulate a tpda,, by a tpda”. 
Proposition 3.10. For each tpda,, T, there exists a tpda” A which real-time 
simulates T. 
Proof. Let T=(C, T, Q, Qr, R) be a tpdai,. 
If Q. # 8, then first we modify T as follows. For each state q of rank 0, we introduce 
the state 4 of rank 1 and replace each occurrence of q in the rules of T by the term 
4 (emptystack), where emptystack is a new stack symbol of rank 0; then we discard the 
state 4. 
We construct the tpda” A =(C, r’, Q’, Qf, R’) as follows. The rule set R’ contains 
each reduce rule of T. Moreover, for each standard rule r: 6( q1 (uI), . . , q,,,(u,,,))+q(u) 
of T, we introduce the state (q, r), the symbol 6 (Jerk) and the following rules of R’: 
6(q,(xl),...,q,(x,))-r(q,r)(~(x,,...,x,))and (q,r)(~(u,,...,u,))-tq(u). 
It should be clear that A real-time simulates T with k = id and k = 2. 0 
Proposition 3.11. TPDTI1 c TPDT12. 
Proof. Let Z=C,uC,uCz, Co= {cj, C1 = {hj, Z,=(a). Consider the relation 
P = {(a(@Yc), bk(c)), a@“(c), bk(c))) I n 2 0, k 3 0, n # k} over Tz. Thus, p is the identity 
relation on those forks which have two different main branches. 
Consider the tpda12 T= (C, r, Q, Qr, R), where r = C, Q = { ql, q2, q3}, Qr = { q3}, 
and R consists of the following rules: 
c-V,(c), 
Nq,(x))-+q,(b(x)), 
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It should be clear that rr = p. Hence, p is in PDT1 2. 
We now show that p cannot be induced by a tpda, 1. On the contrary, let us suppose 
that p can be induced by a tpdall A. Let the relation q E {(b” (c), b”(c)) 1 n, m > Oj 
contain all pairs (b”(c), b”(c)) such that for each tree q(u) appearing in the left-hand 
side of a standard rule with qEQ, ueT,(X), 
b”(c): a,(q(u)) if and only if b”‘(c): a,(q(u)), 
A A 
where gn and cr,,, are substitutions. It should be clear that n is an equivalence relation 
on the set (b”(c) 1 n 20) and Y) has finitely many classes. Hence, one can provide 
infinitely many pairs (b”(c), b”(c)) of trees such that n # m and (b”(c), b”(c))~q. For each 
of these pairs consider the derivation 
(*) @?c),b”(c)) ~f~(~l(~,,(~,)),~2(~,2(~2)))-fi~(~mn(~))~~~f(u(bn(c)~bm(C)))~ 
where u(q,(ul),q2(U2))+q(u) is a rule of A, ql, q2, qr are states of A and qf is a final 
state, and crnl, crm2, cr,, are substitutions. 
Moreover, consider the derivation 
(**) u@“(c), b”(c)) -2 u(q,(a,l (ul)), q2(gn2(u2))), where crn2 is a substitution. 
During (*) A must transform (~,i(ui) and u,,,~(u~) to the same tree t, and then 
compare the resulting copies oft by applying a reduce rule with a nonlinear left-hand 
side along the subderivation q(o,,(v)) + ;r, q,(u(b”(c), b”c))). Because, otherwise, (**) 
can be continued in the same way as (*). But after transforming oni (ui) and CT,,,~(U~) to 
the same form t and comparing the resulting copies of t, A is not able to restore b”(c) 
and b”(c) from t because a state is the topmost symbol of the current configuration, 
A is a tpdaii, and hence does not know the symbols below the topmost pushdown 
symbol when applying a rule, and n, m are chosen in infinitely many ways. Hence, 
A cannot output the tree u(b”(c), b”(c)). 0 
Now we sum up our results obtained in this chapter. 
Theorem 3.12. TPDA12 --rt TPDAl, -*, TPDAel --rf TPDA,, E,, TPDA”. 
3.2. Deterministic tree pushdown automata 
Definition 3.13. A bottom-up tree pushdown automaton T=(C, r, Q, Qf, R) is 
deterministic (dtpda for short) if the set R of rewrite rules is left-linear and is without 
critical pairs. 
Note that we restrict our definition to left-linear tree pushdown automata, since 
whenever the set of rewrite rules R is without critical pairs and is left-linear, +R is 
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confluent (see [15, 161). We can easily prove that the move relation +T is confluent, 
too. 
Let us denote the deterministic versions of tpda,,, tpda,,, tpda,,, tpda,, and tpda” 
by dtpda,,, dtpda,,, dtpda,,, dtpda,, and dtpda”, respectively. Moreover, the 
corresponding bottom-up tree pushdown automata classes are denoted by 
DTPDA,,, DTPDA,,, DTPDA,k, DTPDA,k and DTPDA”, and the corresponding 
tree transformation classes are denoted by DTPDT,,, DTPDT,,,, DTPDT*k, 
D TPD Tnk and D TPD T”, respectively. 
Now we prove the deterministic version of the main result of the previous section, 
that is to say we show that DTPDA12 -_* DTPDA1. E,,DTPDA*~ -,,DTPDA,, zrf 
DTPDA”. One can easily verify that the construction of the proofs of Propositions 3.6 
and 3.7 preserves determinism. 
Thus, we obtain the following two results. 
Proposition 3.14. For each dtpda,, T, there exists a dtpda,, T’ which real-time simu- 
lates T. 
Proposition 3.15. For each dtpda,I T, there exists a dtpdar2 T’ which real-time 
simulates T. 
Definition 3.16. Let T be a dtpda. We say that T has property (U) if for every states 
q and q’ and stack trees U, VET,(X), if q(u) occurs in the left-hand side of a standard 
rule and q’(u) occurs in the left-hand side of a rule, then the equivalence 
(q=q’)o(u=v) holds. 
We note that determinism does not imply property (U ). For example, consider two 
standard rules of T=(C, F, Q, Qr, R) with left-hand sides b(q(u), ql(u,)) and 
b( qZ(uZ), q(v)) such that u # v. Even if u and v are unifiable, they do not induce a critical 
pair for R. Another example is to consider the terms b(q(u), ql(u,)) and q(v) as 
a left-hand side of a standard rule and of a reduce rule, respectively. If u and v are 
distinct and are not unifiable, then they do not induce a critical pair. 
For the proof of Proposition 3.19, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.17. Let T be a dtpda,,. Then, there exists a dtpda,, T' such that T’ real-time 
simulates T and that property (U) holds,for T’. 
Proof. Let T=(C, r, Q, Qf, R) be a dtpdaI,. We construct the dtpda,, T’= 
(C, F, Q’, Q’r, R’) as follows. For each state qEQ, let V(q) denote the set of terms u such 
that q(u) occurs in the left-hand side of a rule in R. Moreover, let 
k(q) = max {depth(u) 1 UE V(q)} + 1 
and let 
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We define the state set Q’ and rewrite rule set R’ of T’ as follows. For each state qEQ 
and each K-normal tree to T,(X, K), we introduce the state qrgQ’ and place in R’ the 
rule q(t)+q,(t). Note that we introduce disjoint sets of states for distinct states of Q. 
For each reduce rule q(u)-+q’(u’) of R, we place in R’ the rule q,(t)+q’(t’), where 
t, t’~ T,(X, K) and there is a substitution 0 such that G(U) = t and a(u’)=t’. 
For each standard rule d(q’(ul), . . . . q”(u,))-+q(u) of R, we place in R’ the rule 
S(qi, (tI), . . . , qz(t,))+q(t), where for each i = 1, . . , WI, tie T,(X, K) and there is a sub- 
stitution g such that a(u)= t and b(Ui)= ti for i= 1, . . ..m. 
Thus, we simulate a reduce rule q(u)+q’(u’) of R by the rules q(t)+qJt) and 
ql(t)+q’(t’) of R’, where TV 7’,(X, K), and there is a substitution G such that a(u)= t and 
o(u’) = t’. Moreover, we simulate a standard rule S(ql(uI), . . ., q”(u,))-+q(u) of R by 
the rules qi(ti)+qf,(ti) for i= 1, . . . ,m and the rule 6(q:,(tl), . . . . qt(tJ)-+q(t) of R’, 
where for each i = 1, . . , m, tin T,(X, K), and there is a substitution B such that B(U) = t 
and o(ui)=ti for i= 1, . . . . m. In this way we obtain a dtpda,*T’ with property (U). 
Moreover, one can easily verify that T’ real-time simulates T. 0 
Proposition 3.18. For each dtpda,, T, there exists a dtpda,, T’ which real-time 
simulates T. 
Proof, Let T=(C,r, Q, Qf, R) be a dtpdal,. We construct the dtpda,, T’= 
(C, r, Q’, Qf, R’) as follows. For each state qEQ, let V(q) denote the set of terms u such 
that q(u) occurs in the left-hand side of a rule in R. Moreover, let 
k(q) = max {depth(u) I UE V(q) i+ 1 
and let 
We define the state set Q’ by 
Q’=Qu{q”lq~Q, I<k<K, uET,(X,k)}. 
Furthermore, we define the rewrite rule set R’ as follows. If UET~(X,, k), 
oET,(X,,k+l), n,m>O, l<k<K and u=u(z~,...,z~) (z~ET,-(X), depth(zj)<l for 
jE{l, . ..) n)), then we place in R’ the rule q"(z, , . . . . z,)+q”(xl, . . . . x,). 
For each reduce rule q(u)+q’(u) in R, we place in R’ the rule qr(xl, . . . . xk)+q’(t’), 
where tE T,(X, K), and there is a substitution 0 such that a(u) = t and a(u) = t’. 
Moreover, for each standard rule 6(q,(ul), . . ..q.,,(u,,,))+q(u) of R, define the tree 
v from d(q,(u,), . . ..qm(um)) by replacing, for each i~(l, .,.,m}, the subterm qi(Ui) with 
the subterm q:‘(x,, , . . . , xkj), where tiE Tz(Xj, K), ti matches ui, j>O, ok, . . xkj = fr(ui), 
q:‘EQJ. Consider a substitution g such that G(ui) = ti for i= 1, . . . , m, and let t = o(u). 
Then we place in R’ the rule 
u-40 
One can verify that T’ real-time simulates T. 0. 
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We now show how to simulate a dtpda,, by a dtpda”. 
Proposition 3.19. For each dtpda,, T, there exists a dtpda” T’ which real-time simu- 
lates T. 
Proof. Let T=(C, r, Q, Qf, R) be a dtpda,, with property (U). Using the construction 
of Proposition 3.10, we construct a tpda” T’ =(C’, r’, Q’, Q’f, R’) such that T’ real- 
time simulates T. It should be clear that T’ is linear and there is no critical pair 
between any two reduce rules of T’. 
Furthermore, let us consider an arbitrary read rule a(ql(xl), . . ..q.Jx,,,))+ 
<q,r)(&x,, . . ..x.)) in R’, which is obtained from the rule r: a(q, (u,), . . . . 
qm(um))-+q(u) of R, and consider an arbitrary reduce rule q(u)-+q(u’) in R( G R’), and 
an arbitrary integer ig { 1, . . , m), then q(v) and qi(Ui) are not unifiable because T is 
deterministic. Hence, either q # qi or (q = qi and v and ui are not unifiable). Since T has 
property (U), the second case is impossible, and hence there is no critical pair between 
the read rule n(q,(x,), . . ..q.(x,))+(q,r)($(x 1, . . ..x.)) in R’ and the reduce rule 
q(o)+q(u’)E R( z R’). 
Moreover, it is not hard to see that there is no critical pair between an arbitrary 
read rule a(q1(x,),...,q,(.*_,))~(q,r)(6(x r, . . . ,x,)) and an arbitrary reduce rule of 
the form (q, r) (6(x1 , . . , x,))-+q(u). Thus, there is no critical pair between a read rule 
and a reduce rule of R’. 
One can show in a similar way that there is no critical pair between two read rules 
of T’. It should be clear that T’ is deterministic, and by the proof of the Proposition 
3.10, T’ real-time simulates T. 0 
Proposition 3.20. D TPD T1 1 c D TPD T, 2. 
Proof. Let C = Co UC, u C2, Z,, = (c}, Cl = (b), C2 = {a}. Consider the relation p = 
{(a(b”(c), b”(c)), c) I n 3 1) over C. 
Let T=(Lr,Q,Q,,R), where r=GQ=Q1={q,,q2,q3), Qf={q3), and R con- 
tains the following five rules: 
c-V,(c), 
&I (X))-VI (Nx)), 
a(ql(x),q,(y))jqz(a(x,y)), 
q,(a(b(x),b(y)))~q,(a(x,y)), 
k(a(c, 4)-+43(c). 
It should be clear that T is deterministic and that rr=~. Hence, p is in DTPDT12. 
Let T’=(Z,r, Q’,Qgf, R’), where r=Z, Q’=QI={ql,q2,q3), Q;={q3}, and R’ con- 
tains the following four rules: 
c-q1 (4, 
h(q1 b)k% (b(x)), 
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It should be clear that tT, = p. Hence, p is in TPDT1 1. However, it is not hard to see 
that p is not in DTPDT,,. q 
Now we sum up our results obtained in this chapter. 
Theorem 3.21. DTPDA12~,,DTPDA1~~,,DTPDA,1-,tDTPDA,,=,,DTPDA”. 
In view of the results of Section 4.4, we conclude this section with the following 
result. 
Remark. For every tpda” A and order < such that rA is a (partial) function there 
exists a dtpda” B such that rs = rA. The main points of the tedious construction are 
the following: 
(0) We traverse the input tree and put it in the stack. 
(i) Every move through a term can be simulated by a sequence of reductions using 
reduce rules shifting parts of the term in the stack tree. 
(ii) We can simulate every move of the tpda” A by a sequence of moves on the 
stack tree. In the case of non left-linear rewrite rules, the equalities can be tested by 
a sequence of moves. 
(iii) We simulate all the possible moves of the tpda” A according to an arbitrary but 
deterministic and fair strategy. 
(iv) If some move in the dtpda” B terminates with a final configuration we are done. 
Moreover, we notice that this intricate construction is untractable in the precise 
complexity meaning and the intuitive one. 
4. Tree pushdown automata and rewrite systems 
In Section 4.1, we introduce the concept of a tail reduction free (trf for short) rewrite 
system. We prove the decidability of trf property by reducing it to the decidability of 
ground reducibility (cf. Theorem 4.11). We give several examples which illustrate the 
fact that this class is fairly powerful. We show that monadic rewrite systems, introduc- 
ed by Gallier and Book [lo] and Salomaa [19], are a particular case of trf rewrite 
systems. In Section 4.2, we also define the concept of a semi-monadic rewrite system, 
which is a generalization of the concept of a monadic rewrite system. 
Theorem 4.13 assigns a tpda” with reduce priority, computing the normal forms of 
ground terms, to each convergent trf rewrite system. A tpda with reduce priority is 
a tpda which applies reduce rules before read rules, i.e., it applies a read-rule rewriting 
the subtree 6(q,(ul), . . . . qn(un)) into the tree q(u) only when no reduce rule is applic- 
able for subtrees qi(Ui), ie { 1, . . . , n}. We can note that reduce priority is a feature of 
innermost rewriting. 
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In the left-linear case we do not need the notion of priority. Theorem 4.15 associates 
with each convergent left-linear term rewriting system a deterministic tpda computing 
normal forms of ground terms. 
4.1. Tail-reduction-free rewrite systems 
We introduce the notion of a tail-reduction-free rewrite system with the next two 
examples. 
Example 4.1. Let C = {a, b, c, d} where a, b, c are of rank 1 and d is of rank 0. Consider 
the rewrite system S= {a(c(b(x)))-+c(x)} and the tpda” A =(C, C, (q}, {q}, R), where 
R consists of the following rules: 
d-M), &(x))-tq(a(x)), Qq(x))+q(&)), Mx))+q(c(x)), 
q(a(c(b(x))))-q(c(x)). 
Let u =a(u(u(c(b(b(d)))))). Then we have 
u 2 q(u), 
A 
u 5 q(a(a(c(b(d))))) and u : q(a(c(d))). 
A 
Thus, if A is given the input tree u, then A outputs not only the normal form a(c(d)) 
of u with respect to S. For any partial order < on R, we have u -+:,A q(u(c(d))). Thus, 
in this case tpda” A with reduce priority computes the normal form of u. 
Example 4.2. Let the ranked alphabet C be the same as in Example 4.1. Consider the 
rewrite system S= {u(b(x))+b(u(x))f and the tpda” A =(C, C, {q}, {q}, R), where 
R consists of the following rules: 
d-M), a(q(x))+q(a(x)), b(q(x))-+q(b(x)), @(b(x)))-Ma(x))). 
Then for any order < and for u=a(a(b(b(d)))), we have 
n 2 M&#(d))))) 
<,A 
and b(u(u(b(d)))) is not a normal form of u with respect to S. Hence, in this case we 
cannot compute the normal forms of ground terms with respect to S using a tpda” 
with reduce priority. 
Definition 4.3. Let S be a rewrite system over some ranked alphabet C with 
IRR(S)#@ We say that S has the trf property if for each rule l+r in S with 
r=6(r,, . . . . r,),6EC,(n>l),r,, . . . . r,E T,(X), for each irreducible, ground substitution 
0, and for each i, 1 < i ,< n, the term o(ri) is irreducible. 
Note that, by Proposition 2.2 the condition IRR(S)#@ implies that no left-hand side 
of a rule is a variable. The rewrite system of Example 4.1 has the trf property. On the 
other hand, the rewrite system of Example 4.2 has not the trf property. For example, 
consider the ground substitution a(x)= b(d). Then a(a(x))=u(b(d)) is reducible. 
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4.2. Examples of trf rewrite systems 
We adopt the concept of a monadic rewrite system from Gallier and Book [lo] and 
Salomaa [19]. 
Definition 4.4. A rewrite system S is monadic if, for every rule (1, r)ES, depth(I) 2 1 and 
depth(r) d 1. 
Example. The rewrite system S of Example 4.1 is monadic, the rewrite system S of 
Example 4.2 is not. 
The definitions of the trf property and the monadic rewrite system imply the 
following result. 
Proposition 4.5. Each monadic rewrite system has the trf property. 
Now we introduce the semi-monadic rewrite system which is a generalization of both 
the monadic rewrite system and the ground rewrite system. 
Definition 4.6. A rewrite system S over some ranked alphabet C is semi-monadic if, for 
every rule 1-r in S, depth(l)>1 and either depth(r)=O, or r=S(yjI,...,yk), where 
BEZk,k>l,andforeachiE{l ,..., k}, either yi is a variable (i.e., y+X) or yi is a ground 
term (i.e., y+ TX). 
A semi-monadic rewrite system is trf if and only if every ground term yi in a right- 
hand side r = 6( y, , . . . , yk) is irreducible. We now show that for each convergent semi- 
monadic rewrite system S, there exists a convergent trf semi-monadic rewrite system S 
such that each ground term can be reduced to the same normal form by S as by S’. 
Proposition 4.1. Let S be a convergent semi-monadic rewrite system. Then there exists 
a convergent semi-monadic rewrite system s’ such that s’ has the trf property andfor all 
ground terms u, VE T,, 
u 2 v and VEZRR(S) u 2 v and VEZRR(S’) 
S S’ 
Proof. We define s’ from S by replacing every ground subterm in the right-hand side 
of each rule with its normal form for S. 0 
Definition 4.8. A rewrite system S, over some ranked alphabet C is head separating if 
there is a partition (Z’, I”) of C such that, for every rule 1-r in S, Head(l), Head(r) are 
in C’ and all other symbols are in C”. 
The following result is obvious. 
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Proposition 4.9. Each head separating rewrite system S with IRR(S)#@ has the trf 
property. 
We now prove that we can simulate any rewrite system with a trf rewrite system 
over an enlarged alphabet. The idea is as follows: we simulate the traverse of the tree 
by means of a well-known method of reversing links that have been traversed. Thus, 
any node x can be moved to the head, and the path from the head to x is reversed. 
Note that the simulation is not a real-time simulation. 
Theorem 4.10. For every rewrite system S over some ranked alphabet C there exists a trf 
rewrite system S’ over some enlarged alphabet C’ such that 
where f is a new binary symbol and a is a new constant. 
Proof. To every beC,, and in { 1, . , n}, we assign a new symbol bi in Zn. We define the 
rules of s’ as follows: 
Redex selection rules: 
Vn31. VbEC,, Vie{1 ,,..., n}, 
f(b(x,, . . . . X,),Y)-,f(.*-i,bi(xl,...,xi-l,Y,xi+1,...rXn))), 
Reduce rules: 
V 1-t-K f(1, x)+ f(r, -4, 
where x is a variable which does not occur in the rule l-tr, 
Restoration rules: 
l+rES’ whenever r-1 is a redex selection rule. 
S’ is a head-separating rewrite system, and hence by Proposition 4.9 is trf. 
Let us consider a reduction t -+ s t’ with t = c(u), t’ = c(u), CE T,(X,), u = a(l), v = a(r), 
The simulation is as follows: 
f(c(u), a) :f(u, ?(a)) using redex selection rules, 
S’ 
where c” denotes c with reversed links along the path leading to the redex position, 
f(u, F(a)) ; f(v, E(a)) using a reduce rule, 
* 
f(v, F(a)) + ./Mu), a) using restoration rules. 
S’ 
The proof is now straightforward. 0 
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4.3. The decidability of the trf property 
Let C be a ranked alphabet and let S be a rewrite system over C. 
A term t in T,(X) is ground-reducible for S if each of its ground instances in T, is 
reducible with respect to S, that is, if for each ground substitution (T: X-+ Tz with 
Dam(a) = var(t), o(t) is reducible with respect to S. 
We say that a substitution a:X+T,(X) with Dam(a)= {xi], . . ..xi.} (n2 1, 
ii , . . . . i,> 1) is ground-reducible for S if $(a(xi,), . . . . a(Xi,)) is ground-reducible for 
S with $$Z being a new symbol of rank n (n > 1). In other words, 0 is ground-reducible 
for S if for each ground substitution 0’. there exists an Xi, (jE{ 1, . . . . n}) such that 
a’(~(xi,)) is reducible with respect to S. 
Theorem 4.11. Let S be a rewrite system over some ranked alphabet Z. Then it is 
decidable whether or not S has the trf property. 
Proof. First we decide whether or not IRR(S) = 8 (cf. Proposition 2.2). If ZRR(S) = 8, 
then S is not trf. If ZRR(S) #$I, then we shall show that it is decidable whether or not 
S is trf by reducing this problem to the decidability of the predicate P(t): for each 
irreducible, ground substitution (T, the tree a(t) is irreducible with respect to S. 
P(t) is true if and only if for each ground-irreducible substitution 0, the tree u(t) is 
irreducible with respect to S. Assume that var(t)= {x1,. ..,x,} and uar(t) is disjoint 
from the set of variables of S. Let {ri(t), . . . . r,(t)} be the results of all possible 
superpositions of the left-hand sides of S into t (that is every ri is a most general unifier 
of some SES and a subterm of t). Assume ri= (xl+ti,, . . . . x,ttl,) for every i, 
0 did n. Obviously, if ~7 is an irreducible substitution, then o(t) is reducible if and only 
if cs = 7io p for some i, 0 < i < n and substitution p. Then P(t) is true if and only if for any 
p, zio p is reducible i.e. the tuple (ti,, . . . . ti,) is ground-reducible. Since ground 
reducibility is decidable (cf. [lS]), we obtain that the predicate P(t) is decidable as 
well. Finally, we observe that the rewrite system S has the trf property if and only if for 
each rule l+r in S with r=d(r,,..., r,), ~EC,, n> 1 and for each ie{ 1, . . . . n}, P(ri) 
holds. 0 
4.4. Trf rewrite systems and tpda 
In this section, we show that for every convergent trf rewrite system S, one can 
construct a bottom-up tree pushdown automaton A with reduce priority such that for 
an arbitrary ground term, A computes (in real time) its normal form. Furthermore, to 
any left-linear convergent trf rewrite system S, we assign a deterministic tree push- 
down automaton computing (in real time) the normal forms of ground terms. 
Proposition 4.12. For every trf rewrite system S over a ranked alphabet C, there exist 
a tpda” A = (C, C, Q, Qf, R) and a partial order < on R such that for every t, t’E Tz the 
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equivalence 
(*) (t -+Y,s t’ and (t’EIRR(S)))o(3qEQf)(t -:T2’q(tf)) holds. 
Proof. First we define the tpda” A and the partial order <. Let A=(C, C, 
{q> 4’1, {q’l> R), w h ere R is the set of rules of the following three types: 
(i) q(l)+q(r), for each rule I+r in S, 
(ii) 4(4+9’(x), 
(iii) 6(q’(x,), . . ..q’(x.))+q(6(x,, . . ..xk)) for each 6e.ZL, k>O. 
Let the partial order < on R be defined as follows. For each rule q(l)+q(r), 
Roughly speaking, the move relation + <, A with respect to < is defined such that if 
A applies a read rule, then all the corresponding states plus tree stacks are irreducible 
for the rules (i) and (ii), hence the tree stacks are irreducible for S. In fact the actual 
order on R is only needed to ensure that the tpda ends with an irreducible tree stack 
because reduce priority is already forced by innermost rewriting. 
We now show that the left-hand side of (*) implies its right-hand side. For this, we 
prove the following implication: 
(**) For every nd0, tout,, t,, . . . . t,, ul, . . . . u,ET~, if 
(1) t=to(tl ,..., tn)-+~Su=tO(ul ,..., u,,), and 
(2) for each i~(l, . . ..n}. the derivation ti -+tsui holds such that the head of ti is 
rewritten during the subderivation ti +zs uir then 
(a) if ui (i = 1, . . . , n) is reducible for S and Ui = 6(Vl, . . . , uk) for some k 3 1, ~EC, and 
vl, ..,, vk~Tzr, then for each jE{ 1, . . . . k), vj is irreducible for S, and there exists 
a configuration c of A such that 
(b) t -:./,~=t&~(u,), . . ..q&.)), 
(c) if Ui is irreducible for S, then qi=q’ for in{ 1, . . ..n). 
(d) if Ui is reducible for S, then qi= q for is{ 1, . . , nj. 
The induction proof on the length of the derivation t -+ts u is left to the reader. It is 
not hard to prove, using (**), that the left-hand side of (*) implies its right-hand side. 
The trf property is needed to prove (a). 
Conversely, we now show that the right-hand side of (*) implies its left-hand side. 
To this end, we prove the following statement: 
(***) For every n>O, tOsT,(X,), tl, . . . . t,, ulr . . . . un6Tz, ql, . . . . q,+{q,q’}, if 
t=to(t1, . . ..t.) +*<,Ac=fO(ql(U1), . . ..q&.)), then 
(e) for every in { 1, . . . , n}, if qi = q’, then tli is irreducible for S, 
(f) for each ie{l, . . ..n}. if qi=q and ui=6(r,, . . ..rk) for some k>l, DECO and 
rl, . . . . rk E T,, then for each jE{ 1, . . , k}, rj is irreducible for S, and 
(g) t+?sUu,, . . ..%I). 
The induction proof on the length of the computation t -+*c,+, c is left to the reader. 
One can easily show, using (***), that the right-hand side of (*) implies its left-hand 
side. The trf property is needed to prove (f). 
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Moreover, the length of the computation oft in q(t’) with the tpda” A is bounded by 
the maximal length of derivations of t in t’ with S plus 1 t 1 because applications of 
reduce rules are in one-to-one correspondence with rewriting steps and we use / t ( to 
traverse t from the frontier up to the root. 0 
For convergent rewrite systems one obtains the following result. 
Theorem 4.13. For every convergent trf rewrite system S, there exists a tdpa” 
A=(C, .?I, Q, Qr, R) and a partial order < on R such that for every t, t’E T,, 
( t a t’ and i.EIRK(S))o(gqtQ,)( t :Aq(r’)) , 
moreover, the length of the computation oft in q(t) with the tpda” A is bounded by the 
maximal length of derivations oft in t’ with S plus the number of symbols in t. 
Proof. As S is convergent, for any irreducible term t’, we have (t +z t’)e (t -fts t’). 
Proposition 4.14. For every left-linear trf rewrite system S and for each linear order 
< on S, there exists a dtpda” B such that for every t, t’ETL, (t +y,s,C t’ and 
(t’EIRR(S)))o(3qeQ,)(t +;+lf’q(t’)) holds. 
Proof. Let S be a left-linear trf rewrite system, and let 
k=maxjdepth(l) 1 (I+r)ES} + 1. 
Let B=(I, Z, Q, Qf, R) where Q = (qt 1 tE T,(X, k)} LJ {q}, Qf = {ql 1 t does not match any 
left-hand side of a rule in S} and the set of rules R is defined as follows: 
(1) d(q,(x,), . . ..9”(&))+4(W13 ..‘> x,)), for every n 20, ~EC, and for every 
iE{l, . . . . n}, qiEQf> 
(2) q(t)+&), for each tE TAX, 4, 
(3) q,Ukdr)~ for each d(Qfu {ql), w h ere l-tr is the greatest rule with respect to 
< such that t matches 1. 
It is obvious from Proposition 2.1 that B is deterministic. One can show the 
equivalence of the proposition in a similar way as (*) in Proposition 4.12. q 
Note that in the non-left-linear case, we cannot use a finite set of states (or terms) to 
express that a term is irreducible because we have to check the equality of arbitrarily 
deep subterms. 
For a convergent rewrite system, each ground term has exactly one normal form, 
hence one obtains the following result. 
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Theorem 4.15. For every convergent left-linear trf rewrite system S, there exists a 
dtpda” B=(C, C, Q, Qf, R) such that,for every t, t‘ETz, 
( 
* 
t --f t’ and ~‘EIRR(S) 
s 1 
o(t, ~‘)ET~, 
moreover, the length of the computation oft in q(t’) with the dtpda” B is bounded by the 
maximal length of derivations oft in t’ with S plus the number of symbols in t. 
We recall that any rewrite system can be simulated with a trf rewrite system but the 
simulation is not a real-time simulation. Hence, we can obtain results analogous to 
Theorems 4.13 and 4.15 for rewrite systems but without bound on the length of the 
computation. 
5. Tree languages, pushdown automata and rewrite systems 
In this section we study the connections between tree languages, tree pushdown 
automata and rewrite systems. 
5.1. Semi-monadic rebirite sJ!stems 
In this section we show that recognizability is preserved by linear semi-monadic 
rewrite systems, This result embeds both Salomaa’s result for monadic rewrite systems 
[19] and the known result that ground rewrite systems preserve recognizability [2]. 
Let S be a rewrite system over some ranked alphabet C. The set of reductions of 
a term tE T, is denoted by S*(t)= {t’ETr 1 t --+z t’}. 
Furthermore, if L G T,, then S*(L)= (~‘ET~J (3rEL) t’ES*(t)}. 
Theorem 5.1. Let S be a linear semi-monadic rewrite system and L be a recognizable 
tree lunguage. Then S*(L) is recognizable. 
Proof. Let A =(C, Q, Qr, R) be a connected bottom-up tree automaton such that 
L(A) = L. We lose no generality by assuming that for each rule l-tr in S, 1~ T,(X,) for 
some k>O. Let SUB be the set of all ground subterms of the right-hand sides of the 
rules in R, and let the connected deterministic bottom-up tree automaton 
A’=(C, Q’, Q’r, R’) be defined as follows: 
Q’=Q;={qplpESUB), 
R’={Op,, . . . . qh)bqplfiE&, n30, p=d(p,, . . ..P~)). 
It is not hard to see that L(A’) = SUB and that, for every t in SUB and q’eQ’, t -2, q’ if 
and only if q’ = qr. 
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We now define a (nondeterministic) automaton B such that L(B)=S*(L): 
The set of states of B is QuQ’. 
The set of final states of B is Qr. 
The rule set of B is the smallest set satisfying conditions (l)-(3). 
(1) Each rule in R u R’ is a rule of B, 
(2) (I@,, . . . . xk)+6(rl, . . . . T~,)ES, and l(si, . . . . s,J -+$ s, where !GT,(XJ, s,sl, . . . . sk 
are states of B,6ECk’) 
(6(;, . . . ,s;.)-+s is a rule of B with .$=qt if rj= t~Tz and si=Si if rj=xi for 
je{I,...,k’}), 
(3) (@1, ..., Xk)+XjES, and I(S,, . . . . Sk) +$ s, where [E T,(Xk), s, si, . . ) Sk are states 
of & 6cc,,) 
* 
(sj+s is a rule of B). 
Note that inference rules (2) and (3) induce rules which mimic, on the right-hand 
side of a rule of S, the moves of A on the corresponding left-hand side. An inference 
rule of type (3) corresponds to a collapsing rule of S and yields an c-rule of B. Any 
algorithm using these inference rules with a fair control halts and builds the rule set 
I? of B via a sequence of rule sets 
RO=RuR’,R,, . . . . R,el,R,=I?, 
where m>,O and for each i, O<i<m- 1, R. r+l is obtained by adding exactly one rule 
to Ri. 
We obviously get S*(L) E L(B) from the following observation. If t +s t’ and there 
exists an accepting computation of B on t, then there exists an accepting computation 
on t’ as well. Note that here we need the information that A and A’ are connected. 
Let us prove the converse inclusion. For each 0 d i< m, let us take the tree 
automaton Bi=(C, QuQ’, Qr, Ri). We need the following two results. 
Lemma 5.2. For each integer i, 0 < i < m, for each state qpEQ’, and for each tree P’E T,, if 
p’ -+& qg, then P’ES* (p). 
Proof. We proceed by an induction on i. Let us assume that i = 0. By the definition of 
BO, the computation p’ -& qa implies that p’ =p. 
Let us assume that the statement has been proved for i, 06 idm- 1, and let us 
consider the rule reRi+ 1 - Ri, where r corresponds to the rule ? of S. If Bi+ 1 applies 
the rule r, n( 3 1) times along the derivation p’ +zi+, qP, then consider an innermost 
(i.e., downmost) application of r at occurrence c( and define t from p’ by replacing 
str( p’, CI) by a suitable instance of the left-hand side of ?. It is not hard to see that t can 
be chosen such that along some computation t -f, + 1 q,,, Bi+ 1 applies the rule r, n - 1 
times and that t reduces to p’ by (i) applying the rule i= of S and (ii) if the right-hand side 
of r contains a ground subterm, then by reducing each ground subterm UESUB, 
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appearing on the right-hand side of r to the corresponding subtree v of p’ which 
1 applying only rules in Ri into the state q,,, see induction hypothesis. 
Hence, we can construct a term t’ such that there is a computation -+zi+, where 
1 does not apply the rule r, and that t’ -g p’. Thus, the derivation -+z, holds 
well. the hypothesis obtain p t’, p 0 
Lemma 5.3. For each i, 1 d id m, L(B,) E S*(L). 
Proof. We proceed by an induction on i. For i=O, L(B,)=L(A)=L E S*(L). Let us 
assume that L(Bi) E S*(L), O<i<m- 1, and let us consider the rule rERi+ I - Ri. If 
a term t is accepted by Bi+I applying the rule r, n( 3 1) times, then it is easy to 
construct a term t’ which is accepted by k$+ 1 applying the rule r, n - 1 times and that t’ 
reduces to t by (i) applying the rule r of S which corresponds to r, and (ii) if the 
right-hand side of r contains a ground subterm, then by reducing each ground 
subterm pcSUB, appearing on the right-hand side of ?, to the corresponding subtree 
p’ of t which was evaluated by Bi+ 1 into the state qP occurring in the left-hand side of 
r (see Lemma 5.2). 
Hence, we can construct a term t” which is accepted by Bi and t” reduces to t by 
applying the rules of S. By the induction hypothesis, t”ES*(L), hence tES*(L). Thus, 
we obtained that L(Bi+ 1) G S*(L). 
Since B=B,, we have L(B) 5 S*(L). 0 
Consider the semi-monadic rewrite system S consisting of the rule a(x)-+b(x, x) and 
the recognizable tree language L= {a(~“($)) I n30). It is clear that S is not right-linear 
and that S*(L) is not recognizable. On the other hand, we conjecture that for 
a right-linear semi-monadic rewrite system S and a recognizable tree language L, 
S*(L) is recognizable. The construction and the proof of Theorem 5.1 do not hold 
for the right-linear case because of the following reasons. In the left-linear case 
when proving the inclusion S*(L) G L(B), it is easy to see that if t js t’ and there 
exists an accepting computation of B on t, then there exists an accepting computa- 
tion on t’ as well. On the other hand, if S is not left-linear, then two occurrences of 
a subtree of t that would correspond to different occurrences of a variable in 
a nonlinear left-hand side of a rule of S could be computed differently in the accepting 
computation of t. 
5.2. Languages and tree pushdottx automata 
Let A be a bottom-up tree pushdown automaton one can define the tree language 
L(A) recognized by A by 
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If we precise a special symbol emptystack one can also define the tree language Le(A) 
recognized by A with emptystack by 
u z q(emptystack) 
T 
Schimpf presents in [20] and [21] a class of bottom-up tree pushdown automata such 
that the class of tree languages recognized by such automata is identical to the class of 
context-free tree languages. We also mention the paper of Guessarian [14], where the 
author defines a class of topdown tree pushdown automata verifying the same 
property. 
For our purpose it is easy to design a tpda12 and a tpda, 1 which real-time simulates 
any Turing machine ([3]). On the other hand, this simulation cannot be carried out 
by a tpda, 1. We conjecture that the class of tree languages recognized by tpda, i’s is a 
proper subclass of context-free tree languages and that it can be analyzed in real time. 
6. Conclusions 
We have introduced several types of bottom-up tree pushdown automata and 
compared their transformational capability. We introduced the concept of the trf 
property, showed that it is decidable whether or not a rewrite system is trf, and 
associated to a convergent trf rewrite system a tpda” with reduce priority. If the 
rewrite system is left-linear, then the normal form can be computed by a dtpda”. 
We now raise some open problems 
(1) Introduce new special types of bottom-up tree pushdown automata. One can 
impose restrictions on the number of states, the number of rules or the maximal rank 
of pushdown symbols, one can define the concept of look-ahead [ll] for tree 
pushdown tree automata. Moreover, one can consider totally defined tpda’s. Mixing 
these concepts with the already introduced restrictions, one can introduce several 
types of tpda’s. For example, one may consider a one-state totally defined tpdalz or 
a two-state tpdazl having unary stack symbols. It would be worthwhile studying the 
transformational and recognizing power of these devices. Finally, the compositions of 
tree transformation classes induced by tpda’s were studied. There is a considerable 
interest in composing and decomposing tree transformation classes, (see [S, 11, 61). 
(2) Considering the hierarchies 
TPDT,, G TPDTzl G TPDT31 G... 
DTPDTll E DTPDTzl E DTPDT3, c... 
It is still open whether or not these hierarchies are proper. 
(3) Generalize the concept of the semi-monadic rewrite system such that it still 
preserves recognizability. Note that, in general, it is undecidable whether or not 
a rewrite system preserves recognizability (see [4, 121). 
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(4) Introduce the concept of a top-down tree pushdown automaton having one 
common tree stack for the states and study connection with rewrite systems. 
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